Weather Discussion

- High pressure will be centered over Northern California through Friday. This area of high pressure will move east into Nevada Saturday and then to near the Four Corners Area Sunday and Monday. High pressure will become centered over Arizona Tuesday and Wednesday.

- Isolated showers and thunderstorms will form over Central California from the Sierra Crest eastward and
over the deserts bordering Nevada and Arizona this afternoon.

- Isolated afternoon showers and thunderstorms will form over Central California from the Sierra Crest eastward and over the mountains and deserts of Southern California east and south of Interstate 15 Friday.

- Scattered showers and thunderstorms will move across the Sierra and Southern California, possibly including the coastal and valley areas, Saturday through Monday.

- There will be little or no shower and thunderstorm activity across the area Tuesday and Wednesday.

- Temperatures will be near to slightly below normal through the middle of next week, with 80s to low 90s across the mountains and 90s to 102 degrees in the valleys.

- Minimum humidity will be mainly between 15% and 30% through Friday and then increase to between 20% and 40% Saturday through the middle of next week.

- Winds will be fairly light across the region through the middle of next week.

For NWS Red Flag Warnings/Fire Weather Watches, please visit California Fire Weather (http://www.wrh.noaa.gov/firewx/cafw/index.php)

Fuels/Fire Discussion

- The potential for large fire will be fairly low through the middle of next week due to minimum humidity above 15% and temperatures near to slightly below normal.

- Thunderstorms over the next week will be wet and are not expected to be a large fire concern.

- Fairly humid conditions will cause the dead fuel moisture to increase through the middle of next week.

- Expect moderate initial attack activity Saturday through Monday due to abundant lightning, otherwise expect light initial attack activity through the middle of next week.

Resource Discussion

SouthOps Preparedness Level 2
NorthOps Preparedness Level 2
National Preparedness Level 3
MACS Mode SOPS 2... NOPS 2
For more information about this product, please go to:
